
Supplementary Tables 2. Evidence tables on prognostic factors  

 

PICO 13. In PMR (P), what is the effect of older age at diagnosis (I) on outcome (O) compared with younger age (C). 
 

Study ID Quality assessment Study description Outcomes Effect 
estimate ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: Age Confounders
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 1 2  3 4 5   
≥60y 
≥70y 
≥80y 

A,S,APR,SD 
89 
66 
17 

11 
34 
83 

Remission (on therapy) 
OR 2.3 (0.5-10.0) 
OR 1.8 (0.6-5.5) 

OR 2.4 (0.5-16.5) 
- 

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 1 2  3 4 5   
≥60y 
≥70y 
≥80y 

A,S,APR,SD 
89 
66 
17 

11 
34 
83 

Remission (off therapy) 
OR 3.1 (0.4-69.2) 
OR 0.7 (0.2-2.0) 
OR 0.7 (0.2-3.1) 

- 

2005 Kremers (JR)6[31] 7   8 9  10  per 10y increase A,S,APR 364 Time to Relapse HR 1.1 (0.8-138) + 

1971 Paulsen [40] 11   12 4 5 ?  >70y A,S,APR 3 13 Relapse (varT) OR 0.9 (0.1-12.9 - 

2005 Kremers(AR)6 [32]     4  9  per 10y increase A,S,APR,C 364 HealthC (6m) OR 0.8 (0.7-1.1) - 

2005 Kremers(AR)6 [32]     4  9  per 10y increase A,S,APR,C 364 HealthC (ever) OR 0.8 (0.6-0.9) - 
1PMR was not clearly defined and a few patients were younger than 50 years; 2Unclear how many patients were lost to follow-up; 3Remission and the time point when it was measured were 
not clearly defined, 4No adjustment for confounders; 5No statistics reported/statistical analysis insufficient; 62005 Kremers(AR) and 2005 Kremers (JR) are two studies on the same cohort; 
7Only part of the cohort investigated and no comparison with total cohort made; 8Insufficient definition of the outcome: relapse was assumed in case prednisone was increased by at least 
5mg/day ; 9Disease severity/activity not included as confounder; 10Significant confounding by GCA (≥10% of patients); 11Unclear how patients were selected and/or diagnosed; 12Relapse not 
defined 
 
A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; healthC, healthcare resource use; HR, hazard ratio; m, months; OM, bias 
due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PF, prognostic factor; PS, bias due to study participation/selection of population; Pt+, number of patients with the 
prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without the prognostic factors (in case a single number is given in the table, separate numbers for patients with/without the prognostic factor were 
not available); S, sex; SD, symptom duration; ST, bias due to inadequate performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time point/no exact date of reported; y, years; ?, 
unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers 
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively   



PICO 14. In PMR (P), what is the effect of female sex (I) on outcome (O) compared with male sex (C). 
 

Study ID Quality assessment Study description Outcomes Effect 
estimate ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF:Sex Confounders 
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

1999 Prickard [41]  1  2 3 4 ?  Female A,S,APR,PM,C,Con 40 9 Remission (2y) OR 1.0 (0.2-5.4) - 

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 5 6  7 3 4   Female  A,S,APR,SD 71 29 Remission (on 
therapy) OR 1.1  (0.4-3.4) - 

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 5 6  7 3 4   Female  A,S,APR,SD. 71 29 Remission (off 
therapy) OR 0.5 (0.2-1.5) - 

2011 Cimmino [20]8     9 10   Female  A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 35 25 Response (1m) OR 4.4 (1.2-16.4) - 

2005 Kremers (JR)11

[31] 
12   13 14  15  Female  A,S,APR 244 120 Time to Relapse HR 1.4 (0.8-2.2) + 

2006 Cimmino10[19]     3 4 18  Female  A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 52 28 Number of Relapses 
(varT) MD 0.4 (0.1-0.7) - 

1971 Paulsen [40] 17   18 3 4 ?  Female  A,S 14 2 Relapse (varT) OR 2.5 (0.1-50.4) - 

2005 Salvarani [45]     3 ?   Female  A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 70 24 Relapse (varT) OR 0.9 (0.4-2.2) - 

1996 Caplanne [16] 20 ?   3 4 15 21 Female  A,S,APR 15 5 Relapse (varT) OR 0.1 (0-1.4 - 

1999 Gonzalez [24]  6   3 4   Female  A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 85 49 Relapse (varT) 
 OR 1.3 (0.6-3.0) - 

2013 Lee [34] 22    9 23   Female  A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 28 11 Relapse (varT) 
 OR 10.7 (1.0-116.5) + 

1986 Kanemaru [28]    18 3 4 ? ? Female  A,S, APR,PM,Con 3 3 Relapse (varT) 
 OR 1.0 (0.0-29.8) - 

2000 Nagaoka [39] 24   18 3 4   Female  A,S,APR,SD,C,Con 10 10 Relapse (varT) OR 21.0 (0.9-477.2) - 

1997 Dolan [21] 25 26   3 4   Female  A,S,APR,DA,SD 36 14 Disc GC (2y) OR 0.1 (0-0.6) - 

1997 Kanik [27] 20    3 4   Female  A,S,APR,PM,SD 16 4 Disc GC (varT) OR 2.2 (0.2-20.4) - 

2010 Mackie [35]  27   16    Female  A,S,APR,Con 124 52 Earlier disc GC 
therapy HR 0.8 (0.5-1.2) + 

2008 Barraclough [14] 28   29 9 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,SD 138 45 Longer duration GC 
therapy OR 1.5 (1.0-2.2) +/-

9 



2006 Cimmino8 [19]    ? 3 4 16  Female  A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 52 28 Cumul GC (varT) MD 1.6 (0.3-2.9) - 

1994 Cimmino8 [18] 30 27  32 3 4 16  Female  A,S,APR,DA,SD 24 16 GC-sides (varT) OR 5.7 (1.4-23.5) - 

1985 Ayoub [13]  6  31 3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,Con 42 34 GC-sides (varT) OR 5.0 (1.3-19.3) - 

2006 Cimmino8 [19]    32 3 4 16  Female  A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 52 28 Number of GC-sides 
(varT) MD 0.6 (0.3-0.9) - 

1999 Prickard [41]  1  31 3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,C,Con 40 9 Osteoporosis (varT) OR 1.9 (0.2-18.1) - 

1999 Prickard [41]  1  31 3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,C,Con 40 9 Diabetes (varT) OR 3.5 (0.2-68.7) - 

1999 Prickard [41]  1   31 3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,C,Con. 40 9 weight gain (varT) OR 5.7 (0.3-107.8) - 

1999 Prickard [41]  1   31 3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,C,Con 40 9 Cataract (varT) OR 4.2 (0.2-80.8) - 

1999 Prickard [41]  1   31 3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,C,Con 40 9 moon face (varT) OR 2.3 (0.1-46.7) - 

1999 Prickard [41]  
1 

 
31

3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM,C,Con 40 9 gastric complic. 
(varT) OR 0.2 (0-3.5) - 

2005 Kremers(AR)11 

[32] 
    3  15  Female  A,S,APR,C 244 120 HealthC (1m) OR 0.6 (0.4-0.9) - 

2005 Kremers(AR)11  

[32] 
    16  

15
 Female  A,S,APR,C 244 120 HealthC (6m) OR 0.7 (0.4-1.1) + 

2005 Kremers(AR)11 

[32] 
    16  

15
 Female  A,S,APR,C 244 120 HealthC (ever) OR 0.4 (0.3-0.7) + 

1995 Schaufelberger 
[46] 

33 ?   3 4 ?  Female  A,S 158 64 Mortality (varT) OR 0.5 (0.2-1.0) - 

2001 Gran [25] 17 ?   3 4 ?  Female  A,S,APR,PM 183 91 Mortality (varT) OR 1.0 (0.5-1.9) - 

2010 Mackie [35]  27  34 16    Female  A,S,APR,Con 124 52 Devel. GCA (varT) OR 8.2 (1.1-63.1) - 

 
1Patients lost to follow-up ≥10%, no comparison between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 2Remission/Response not or inadequately defined; 3No adjustment for confounders; 4No 
statistics reported/statistical analysis insufficient; 5PMR was not clearly defined and a few patients were younger than 50 years; 6Unclear how many patients were lost to follow-up; 7Remission 
and the time point when it was measured were not clearly defined; 8Possible overlap of cohorts from 1994 Cimmino, 2006 Cimmino and 2011 Cimmino; 9A multivariate model was performed 
but it is not stated which variables were adjusted for; 10No details about the multivariate model reported; 112005 Kremers(AR) and 2005 Kremers (JR) are two studies on the same cohort; 
12Only part of the cohort investigated and no comparison with total cohort made ; 13Insufficient definition of the outcome: relapse was assumed in case prednisone was increased by at least 
5mg/day; 14Disease severity/activity not included as confounder; 15Significant confounding by GCA (≥10% of patients); 16Confounding by GCA (<10% of patients); 17Unclear how patients 
were selected and/or diagnosed; 18Relapse not defined; 19Overlap of cohorts from 2000 Cantini, 1998 Salvarani, 1999 Salvarani and 2005 Salvarani; 20Very small cohort, unclear how 
patients were selected; 21Patient with established disease who were in remission were included, none was investigated beginning with date of diagnosis; 22Inclusion and exclusion criteria are 
not well described, no comparison between selected and overall cohort performed. Besides the number of patients treated with a disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD) is unusual 
high - so it might be that a proportion of patients did not have PMR; 23Multiple analyses performed without adjustment for multiple testing; 24Only patients with long follow-up were selected; 
25Post-hoc analysis of a randomized controlled trial. Inferences for all PMR patients limited because of strict inclusion and exclusion criteria in randomized trials and because intervention and 



control arm were pooled for analysis; 26In the original study there were some losses of follow-up (not reported in this analysis). Patients lost to follow-up were not compared with total cohort; 
27Patients lost to follow-up <10%, no comparison between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 28Computer based identification of PMR patients is prone to either miss PMR patients or 
to include patients with another  diagnosis; 29Longer duration of therapy not defined; 30Not clear whether new patients and/or patients with established disease have been included; 31Although 
outcomes were clearly defined, no report on how outcomes were measured, no information about the length of follow-up; 32Outcome not defined, unclear when and how it was determined; 
33Method to identify PMR patients inadequate. Only patients undergoing temporal artery biopsy were included. These patients may have different characteristics than other PMR patients; 
34Not stated how diagnosis of GCA was established 
 
A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; Con, constitutional symptoms; Cumul, cumulative; DA, disease activity; 
disc., discontinuation; gastric complic., gastric complication; GC, glucocorticoids; healthC, healthcare resource use; HR, hazard ratio; m, months; MD, mean difference; n.r., not reported; OM, 
bias due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PM, peripheral manifestations; PF, prognostic factor;; PS, bias due to study participation/selection of population; 
Pt+, number of patients with the prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without the prognostic factors (in case a single number is given in the table, separate numbers for patients 
with/without the prognostic factor were not available); S, sex; SD, symptom duration; ST, bias due to inadequate performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time 
point/no exact date of reported; y, years 
?, unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers  
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively  



PICO 15. In PMR (P), what is the effect of high levels of inflammatory markers at diagnosis (I) on outcome (O) compared with low levels of 
inflammatory markers (C). 
 

Study ID Quality assessment Study description Outcomes Effect 
estimate ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: ESR 
[mm/1sth] 

Confounders 
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

1999 Proven1 [42]     2 3 4 5 ≥40mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on 215 17 Remission (varT) OR 1.0 (0.3-2.8) - 

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 6 7  8 2 9   
≥30mm 
≥50mm 
≥70mm 

A,S,APR,SD 
25 
53 
75 

75 
47 
25 

Remission (on 
therapy) 

OR 1.2 (0.4-3.8) 
OR 1.8 (0.6-5.2) 
OR 0.9 (0.3-2.9) 

- 

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 6 7  8 2 9   
≥30mm 
≥50mm 
≥70mm 

A,S,APR,SD 
25 
53 
75 

75 
47 
25 

Remission (off 
therapy) 

OR 0.6 (0.2-2.1) 
OR 0.6 (0.2-1.7) 

OR 2.5 (0.6-11.8) 
- 

2000 Meyerhof [37] 10 11  12 2 9 ?  ≥50mm A,S 14 8 Response to GC 
(varT) OR 1.5 (0.2-9.5) - 

1999 Proven1 [42]     2 3 13 5 ≥40mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on 215 17 Days to 

Response MD 0 (-8.1-8.1) - 

1996 Helfgott [26]    12 2 9 4 14 >30mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on 91 26 Days to 

Response MD 3.1 (-1.7-7.9) - 

2005 Kremers (JR)15 [31] 16   17 18  4  per 10mm  A,S,APR 364 Time to Relapse HR 1.2 (1.1-1.3) + 

2000 Larrosa [33]    19 2  9   ≥40mm A,S,APR,Con 73 28 Relapse (varT) OR 1.3 (0.5-3.3) - 

1999 Proven1 [42]     2  3 4 5 , ≥40mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on 215 17 Relapse (varT) OR 0.6 (0.2-1.6) - 

1999 Salvarani20 [44]     18 21 13  >72mm A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,Con 92 Relapse (varT) HR 1.5 (1.1-2.2) + 

2005 Salvarani20 [45]     22 ?23   >30mm A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,Con 86 8 Relapse (varT) HR 6.7 (0.9-51.6) + 

2000 Cantini20 [15]   24  2  9 13  >40mm A,S[33,42,45],APR,
PM,SD,Con 159 18 Relapse (varT) HR 5.0 (2.1-11.5) ? 

2013 Lee [34] 2    2  9   >70mm A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,Con 39 Relapse (varT) OR 4.6 (1.0-20.5) - 

2001 Myklebust [38]  26   2  9   >40mm A,S,APR,SD 160 39 Disc GC (1y) OR 0.3 (0.1-0.7) - 

2001 Myklebust [38]  26   2  9   >40mm A,S,APR,SD 160 39 Disc GC (2y) OR 0.3 (0.1-0.6) - 



1997 Kanik [27] 27    2  9   >35mm A,S,APR,PM,SD 10 10 Disc GC (varT) OR 1.6 (0.2-9.9) - 

2000 Larrosa [33]     2  9   ≥40mm A,S,APR,Con 73 28 Duration GC 
therapy MD 5.8 (-2.0-13.6) - 

2008 Barraclough [14] 28  29 30 2  9 ?  APR↑ (ESR, 
CRP, PV) A,S,APR,SD 160 20 Longer duration 

GC therapy OR 2.0 (1.2-3.2) +/-
31 

2000 Cantini20 [15]     2  9 13  >30mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on 167 10 Duration GC 

therapy (m) 
MD 9.0 (-3.5 to 

21.5) - 

1997 Gonzalez [23]    32 2  9   ≥40mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on. 160 41 Duration GC 

therapy (m) MD 5.1 (0.4-9.8) - 

2000 Cantini20 [15]     2  9 13  >30mm A,S,APR,PM,SD,C
on 167 10 Cumul GC (varT) MD 2.2 (-0.3-4.7) - 

2007 Hutchings [5]         per 10mm  A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,C 129 HAQ (12m) OR 1.0 (0.9-1.1) + 

2007 Hutchings [5]         per 10mm  A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,C 129 SF36-PCS (12m) OR 0.5 (0.2-0.9) + 

2007 Hutchings [5]         per 10mm  A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,C 129 SF36-MCS (12m) OR 0.2 (0.1-0.5) + 

2005 Kremers(AR)15 [32]     2   4  per 10mm  A,S,APR,C 364 HealthC (6m) OR 0.9 (0.8-1.0) - 

2005 Kremers(AR)15 [32]     2   4  per 10mm  A,S,APR,C 364 HealthC (ever) OR 0.9 (0.8-1.0) - 

 
1Mayo cohort investigated, thus partially same cohort as 2005 Kremers(AR) and 2005 Kremers (JR);  2No adjustment for confounders; 3Statistical analyses adequate in part; 4Significant 
confounding by GCA (≥10% of patients); 5Most patients with low ESR were diagnosed in the second half of study period; 6PMR was not clearly defined and a few patients were younger than 
50 years;  7Unclear how many patients were lost to follow-up; 8Remission and the time point when it was measured were not clearly defined; 9No statistics reported/statistical analysis 
insufficient; 10Interventional study, selection bias as only patients following the protocol were reported. No description of the entire PMR population; 11Patients lost to follow-up ≥10%, no 
comparison between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 12Remission/Response not or inadequately defined; 13Confounding by GCA (<10% of patients); 14Although it is stated in 
methods that other diseases were excluded, in only 102 patients RA, inflammatory arthritis and malignancy were absent; 152005 Kremers(AR) and 2005 Kremers (JR) are two studies on the 
same cohort; 16Only part of the cohort investigated and no comparison with total cohort made ; 17Insufficient definition of the outcome: relapse was assumed in case prednisone was 
increased by at least 5mg/day; 18Disease severity/activity not included as confounder; 19Relapse not defined; 20Overlap of cohorts from 2000 Cantini, 1998 Salvarani, 1999 Salvarani and 
2005 Salvarani; 21Implausible p-values reported; 22Analysis not adjusted for symptom duration which was significantly different between groups; 23A higher CRP was associated with a lower 
relapse rate (although not statistically significant), whereas a higher ESR was linked with a higher risk of relapse; 24Inadequate method to define cut-off; 25Inclusion and exclusion criteria are 
not well described, no comparison between selected and overall cohort performed. Besides the number of patients treated with a disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD) is unusual 
high - so it might be that a proportion of patients did not have PMR; 26Patients lost to follow-up <10%, no comparison between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 27Very small cohort, 
unclear how patients were selected; 28Computer based identification of PMR patients is prone to either miss PMR patients or to include patients with another  diagnosis; 29Acute phase 
reactants could either be ESR, CRP or Plasma viscosity; 30Longer duration of therapy not defined; 31A multivariate model was performed but it is not stated which variables were adjusted for; 
32Length of follow-up unclear 
 
A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; Con, constitutional symptoms; DA, disease activity; disc., discontinuation; 
ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GC, glucocorticoids; h, hour; HAQ, Health assessment Questionnaire; healthC, healthcare resource use; HR, hazard ratio; m, months; MCS, Mental 
Component Summary; MD, mean difference; n.r., not reported; OM, bias due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PCS, Physical Component Summary; PM, 



peripheral manifestations; PF, prognostic factor;; PS, bias due to study participation/selection of population; Pt+, number of patients with the prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without 
the prognostic factors (in case a single number is given in the table, separate numbers for patients with/without the prognostic factor were not available); S, sex; SD, symptom duration; SF, 
short form questionnaire; ST, bias due to inadequate performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time point/no exact date of reported; y, years 
?, unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers  
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively  



PICO 16. In PMR (P), what is the effect of more active/severe disease at diagnosis (I) on outcome (O) compared with lower disease 
activity/severity (C). 
 

Study ID Quality assessment  Study description  Outcomes  Effect 
estimate  ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: morning 
stiffness

Confounders 
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

2007 Hutchings [5]         per h ↑ A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,C 129 HAQ (12m) OR 1.1 (1.0-1.1) + 

2007 Hutchings [5]         per h ↑ A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,C 129 SF36-PCS (12m) OR 0.2 (0.1-0.4) + 

2007 Hutchings [5]         per h ↑ A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,C 129 SF36-MCS (12m) OR 0.5 (0.3-1.0) + 

A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; DA, disease activity; h; hour; HAQ, Health assessment Questionnaire; m, 
months; MCS, Mental Component Summary; OM, bias due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PM, peripheral manifestations; PF, prognostic factor;; PS, 
bias due to study participation/selection of population; Pt+, number of patients with the prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without the prognostic factors (in case a single number is 
given in the table, separate numbers for patients with/without the prognostic factor were not available); S, sex; SD, symptom duration; SF, short form questionnaire; ST, bias due to 
inadequate performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time point/no exact date of reported; y, years 
?, unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers  
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively  



PICO 17. In PMR (P), what is the effect of the presence of peripheral arthritis at diagnosis (I) on outcome (O) compared with absence of 
peripheral arthritis (C). 
 

Study ID Quality assessment  Study description  Outcomes  Effect 
estimate  ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: arthritis/ 
RS3PE

Confounders 
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

2012 Kim [29]  1 2  3 4 5 6 Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,C,Con 51 Remission (varT) OR 3.1 (0.6-15.5) - 

2011 Cimmino7 [20]     8 9   Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 17 43 Response (1m) OR 0.9 (0.2-3.3) - 

2012 Kimura [30]     3 4  10 RS3PE A,S,APR,PM,SD,C,Con 28 123 Relapse (varT) OR 1.1 (0.4-2.8) - 
1998 Salvarani11 

[43] 
    12 13 14  Periphal 

arthritis A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 45 132 Relapse (varT) OR 3.3 (1.6-6.7) - 

1998 Salvarani11 
[43] 

    12 13 14  RS3PE A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 21 156 Relapse (varT) OR 1.6 (0.6-4.0) - 

2005 Salvarani11 
[45] 

    3 ?   Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 14 80 Relapse (varT) OR 0.8 (0.3-2.2) - 

2006 Ceccato [17] 15    3 4   Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,PM,Con 29 45 Relapse (varT) OR 3.3 (0.3-37.7) - 

2013 Lee [34] 16    3 4    Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,DA,PM,SD,Con 39 Relapse (varT) OR 1.2 (0.2-6.8) - 

2012 Kimura [30]     3 4   10 RS3PE A,S,APR,PM,SD,C,Con 28 123 GC-sides (varT) OR 2.1 (0.9-5.0) - 

2012 Kimura [30]     3 4   10 RS3PE A,S,APR,PM,SD,C,Con 28 123 Duration GC therapy 
(m) 

MD -5.5 
(-14.5 to 3.5) - 

1998 Salvarani11 
[43] 

    12 13 14  Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 45 132 Duration GC therapy 

(m) 
MD 8.0 (-182 to 

14.2) - 

1998 Salvarani11 
[43] 

    12 13 14  RS3PE A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 21 156 Duration GC therapy 
(m) 

MD -8.0 
(-12.6 to -3.4) - 

1998 Salvarani11 
[43] 

    12 13 14   Periphal 
arthritis A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 45 132 Cumul GC (g) (varT) MD 1.0 (-0.3 to 

2.34) - 

1998 Salvarani11 
[43] 

    12 13 14   RS3PE A,S,APR,PM,SD,Con 21 156 Cumul GC (g) (varT) MD -1.9 (-2.9 to -
0.9) - 

 
1Patients lost to follow-up ≥10%, no comparison between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 2Peripheral arthritis neither defined nor further specified; 3No adjustment for confounders; 
4No statistics reported/statistical analysis insufficient; 5Although patient had biopsy confirmed GCA, there was a high prevalence of GCA symptoms such as headache; 6Patients with 



„probable“ PMR were also included in the analysis. A high prevalence of rheumatoid factor and autoantibodies were observed in the cohort; 7Possible overlap of cohorts from 1994 Cimmino, 
2006 Cimmino and 2011 Cimmino; 8A multivariate model was performed but it is not stated which variables were adjusted for; 9No details about the multivariate model reported; 10Patients 
who developed RA or cancer were not excluded from analysis; 11Overlap of cohorts from 2000 Cantini, 1998 Salvarani, 1999 Salvarani and 2005 Salvarani; 12Important confounders not 
measured (disease activity/severity, comorbidities); 13Although no regression analysis performed, confounders investigated did not differ between groups except for sex, a stratified analysis 
according to sex was done; 14Confounding by GCA (<10% of patients); 15Unclear how patients were selected and/or diagnosed; 16Inclusion and exclusion criteria are not well described, no 
comparison between selected and overall cohort performed. Besides the number of patients treated with a disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD) is unusual high - so it might be 
that a proportion of patients did not have PMR 

A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; Con, constitutional symptoms; Cumul., cumulative; DA, disease activity; 
GC, glucocorticoids; MD, mean difference; OM, bias due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PM, peripheral manifestations; PF, prognostic factor;; PS, bias 
due to study participation/selection of population; Pt+, number of patients with the prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without the prognostic factors (in case a single number is given in 
the table, separate numbers for patients with/without the prognostic factor were not available); RS3PE, remitting seronegative symmetric synovitis with pitting oedema; S, sex; SD, symptom 
duration; ST, bias due to inadequate performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time point/no exact date of reported; y, years 
?, unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers 
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively  



 PICO 18. In PMR (P), what is the effect of longer symptom duration at diagnosis (I) on outcome (O) compared with shorter symptom duration 
(C). 
 
 

Study ID Quality assessment  Study description  Outcomes  Effect 
estimate  ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: symptom 
duration

Confounders
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 1 2  3 4 5   ≥10w 
≥30w A,S,APR,SD  43 

7 
57 
93 Remission (on therapy) OR 1.1 (0.4-3.0) 

OR 0.7 (0.1-6.2) - 

2013 Do-Nguyen [22] 1 2  3 4 5   ≥10w 
≥30w A,S,APR,SD  43 

7 
57 
93 Remission (off therapy) OR 0.5 (0.2-1.6) 

OR 0.02 (0-2.6) - 
 

1PMR was not clearly defined and a few patients were younger than 50 years; 2Unclear how many patients were lost to follow-up; 3Remission and the time point when it was measured were 
not clearly defined, 4No adjustment for confounders; 5No statistics reported/statistical analysis insufficient 
 
A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; CF, bias due to 
inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; OM, bias due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PF, 
prognostic factor; PS, bias due to study participation/selection of population; Pt+, number of patients with the prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without the prognostic factors (in case 
a single number is given in the table, separate numbers for patients with/without the prognostic factor were not available); S, sex; SD, symptom duration; ST, bias due to inadequate 
performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; w, weeks 
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively  



PICO 19. 19. In PMR (P), what is the effect of concomitant conditions at diagnosis that could be exaggerated by PMR and/or glucocorticoid 
therapy (I) on outcome (O) compared with absence of these conditions (C). 
 

Study ID Quality assessment  Study description  Outcomes  Effect 
estimate  ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: 
comorbidity

Confounders 
assessed Pt. (total) Outcomes (time) Relative 

(95% CI)  

2012 Kim [29]  1 2  3 4 5 6 Depression S,APR,DA,PM,SD,C,Con 51 Remission (varT) OR 1.0 (0.2-6.2) - 

2012 Mazzanti 
[36] 

7 ?   8 9   Osteoporosis A,S,C 222 Fractures (varT) OR 1.2 (0.4-3.2) +/-
10 

2012 Mazzanti 
[36] 

7 ?   8 9   Diabetes A,S,C 222 Cardiovascular events 
(varT) OR 0.3 (0.1-0.6)11 +/-

10 
2012 Mazzanti 

[36] 
7 ?   8 9   Dyslipidemia A,S,C 222 Cardiovascular events 

(varT) OR 1.3 (0.4-4.3) +/-
10 

1Patients lost to follow-up ≥10%, no comparison between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 2Depression not defined; 3No adjustment for confounders; 4No statistics reported/statistical 
analysis insufficient; 5Although patient had biopsy confirmed GCA, there was a high prevalence of GCA symptoms such as headache; 6Patients with „probable“ PMR were also included in the 
analysis. A high prevalence of rheumatoid factor and autoantibodies were observed in the cohort; 7Only part of the cohort investigated and no comparison with total cohort made; 8Only a few 
key confounders of PMR adjusted for in regression analysis: age, gender, comorbidities; 9Selective outcome reporting likely; 10Adjusted for age and sex; 11probably CI incorrectly reported as 
p-value was 0.9 
 
A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; Con, constitutional symptoms; DA, disease activity; OM, bias due to 
outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PM, peripheral manifestations; PF, prognostic factor; PS, bias due to study participation/selection of population; Pt. (total) 
total number of patients studied; S, sex; SD, symptom duration; ST, bias due to inadequate performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time point/no exact date of 
reported; ?, unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers  
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively  



PICO 20. In PMR (P), what is the effect of rapid response to glucocorticoids (I) on outcome (O) compared with delayed response. 
 

Study ID Quality assessment  Study description  Outcomes  Effect 
estimate  ad 

 PS AT BP OM CF ST CG OT PF: rapid response  Confounders 
assessed 

Pt 
+ 

Pt 
- 

Outcomes 
(time) 

Relative 
(95% CI)  

2000 Meyerhof [37] 1 2 3 3 4 5 ?  Ability taper GC fast A,S 15 7 Remission 
(varT) OR 4.0 (0.33 to 48.66) - 

2000 Meyerhof [37] 1 2 3 6 4 5 ?  Ability taper GC fast A,S 15 7 Relapse (varT) OR 0.25 (0.02 to 3.04) - 

2011 Cimmino7[20]     8 9   Response at 1 month A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,Con 60 Relapse (6m) OR 0.46 (0.11 to 1.88) - 

2007 Hutchings [5]     4 5   Response at 3 weeks A,S,APR,DA,PM,S
D,C 129 Relapse (12m) OR 0.61 (0.31 to 1.43) - 

1986 Kanemaru [28]   3 6 4 5 ? ? Response 1 week A,S,APR,PM,Con 4 2 Relapse (varT) 
 OR 0.20 (0.01 to 6.66) - 

1995 Schreiber [47] 10 2  3  4 5  11 Normal CRP in 1 week A,S,APR 11 9 Disc GC (2y) OR 0.25 (0.02 to 2.76) - 

1995 Schreiber [47] 10 2  3  4 5  11 Normal CRP in 1 week A,S,APR 11 9 Disc GC (3y) OR 0.50 (0.05 to 5.15) - 

1995 Schreiber [47] 10 2  3  4 5  11  Normal CRP in 1 week A,S,APR 11 9 Disc GC (4y) OR 2.25 (0.18 to 28.25) - 

1995 Schreiber [47] 10 2  3  4 5  11  Normal CRP in 1 week A,S,APR 11 9 Disc GC (5y) OR 0.50 (0.02 to 11.09) - 

1995 Schreiber [47] 10 2  3  4 5  11  Normal CRP in 1 week A,S,APR 11 9 GC-sides (varT) OR 0.11 (0.01 to 0.84) - 

 
1Interventional study, selection bias as only patients following the protocol were reported. No description of the entire PMR population; 2Patients lost to follow-up ≥10%, no comparison 
between patients lost to follow-up and total cohort; 3Remission/Response not or inadequately defined; 4No adjustment for confounders; 5No statistics reported/statistical analysis insufficient; 
6Relapse not defined; 7Possible overlap of cohorts from 1994 Cimmino, 2006 Cimmino and 2011 Cimmino; 8A multivariate model was performed but it is not stated which variables were 
adjusted for; 9No details about the multivariate model reported; 10Only part of the cohort investigated and no comparison with total cohort made ; 11Baseline CRP Levels differ between groups 

A, age; Ad, adjustment of the effect estimate for confounding factors; APR, acute phase reactants; AT, attrition bias; BP, bias due to measurement of prognostic factor; C, comorbidities; CF, 
bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders; CG, confounding by giant cell arteritis; CI, confidence interval; Con, constitutional symptoms; CRP, C-reactive protein; DA, disease 
activity; disc., discontinuation; GC, glucocorticoids; m, months; OM, bias due to outcome measurement; OR, odds ratio; OT, other source of bias; PM, peripheral manifestations; PF, 
prognostic factor;; PS, bias due to study participation/selection of population; Pt+, number of patients with the prognostic factor; Pt-, number of patients without the prognostic factors (in case 
a single number is given in the table, separate numbers for patients with/without the prognostic factor were not available); S, sex; SD, symptom duration; ST, bias due to inadequate 
performance and/or reporting of statistical analysis; varT, variable time point/no exact date of reported; y, years; ?, unclear risk of bias; 
Statistically significant effect estimates shown in bold numbers 
Green, yellow and red boxes indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively



PICO 21. In PMR (P), what is the effect of shared patients’ management by primary and secondary care (I) on outcome (O) compared to 
management in primary care only. 
 
No clinical studies identified 
 
 
 
PICO 22. 22. In PMR (P), what is the effect of optimal control management of patients (I) on outcome (O) compared to conventional 
management (C). 
 
No clinical studies identified 
 


